Workplace
pension
options for
independent
schools
Radcliffe & Co are able to assist and provide you with our expert
knowledge of the Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS) and Workplace
pensions. If you are thinking about changing your current pension
arrangements for your teaching staff or support staff, it is very
important to know what your options are.

Independent Schools Pension Specialists

In these difficult and changing times we believe it is imperative
that you have the support, knowledge and experience that our
Independent School Pension Specialists Team can provide. We will
help you to better understand your options and the potential impact
any change to your existing arrangements may have on your staff.

Radcliffe & Co Independent School Support
At Radcliffe & Co we have extensive experience and understanding of the Teachers’ Pension Scheme. Many independent
schools are reviewing their TPS membership due to the recent changes imposed on the employer contributions and the
various current challenges schools are facing. Our team, as of 1st July 2020, have assisted, guided and worked with
19 schools on their journey through this process and are one of the leading IFAs offering advice in this area.
Our experience has shown that communication is a vital element of the process whilst discussing the options with your
staff and needs to be managed very carefully. Reviewing the TPS scheme is a time consuming process and there are many
important factors to consider, such as a replacement pension arrangement and death in service and income protection
cover. Are you looking to introduce a salary sacrifice option or new flexible contribution options?
Radcliffe & Co have a well-respected track record of working with independent schools and what has become very clear is
that many schools will require and will benefit from our professional advice.
We can provide schools with a Consultation service or combine this with our Implementation and ongoing support service.

Consultation

Implementation

We are able to work closely with each school
individually to offer comprehensive consultations,
including:

We will help the school select and tailor an
appropriate new pension scheme, new death in
service and ill health benefits if TPS membership
ceases.

Support for independent schools to review the
alternatives to TPS, offering expert knowledge and
experience of new pension schemes and new staff
benefits.
We have found the majority of teachers do not
understand how their TPS membership works.
Many are unclear on how the TPS has changed
over recent years with the closure of the final salary
sections and introduction of the career average
section. Our service includes around 1 hour 45
mins full interactive staff presentation to explain
the advantages and disadvantages of TPS and any
proposed new arrangements. We will support the
school and the teachers by providing Individual one
to one meetings to assess the proposed changes,
lasting around 1 hour.
The one to one meetings will help your teachers
understand their existing TPS benefits and the
schools proposed changes on an individual and
impartial basis.
Our specialist advisers will be able to help identify
which teachers may be impacted in a negative or
positive way if the school ceased TPS membership
at the end of the consultation period.

We will advise you on timeframes and requirements
and will always be available to guide you on any
challenges you face.
We will support you to implement new arrangements,
this process will provide further one to one meetings
with all staff individually, to advise them on the new
options.
Each staff member will be given the opportunity to
have a full holistic independent financial review with
a financial adviser. This will include the completion
of a confidential fact find and a risk questionnaire to
guide them on their pension planning and investment
decisions when entering the new scheme.
We will provide ongoing support and advice
for schools regarding new staff benefits, the
administrative support provides help with new
joiners, leavers and contributions changes.
Radcliffe & Co also offers all staff an annual review
of their pension plans to help retirement planning
remain on target with their individual goals.
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Option 1

Stay in Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS).
No change to current arrangements.

If you choose this option

• All of your existing and future eligible teachers will have access to TPS.
• They’ll continue to build up their pension benefits in TPS, unless they opt out.
• You and your employees will pay the contribution rates set by the government.
• You’ll continue to offer and administer two pension schemes, or more if applicable, for teaching and
non-teaching staff.

• You can review your decision to leave TPS at any time. You may want to do this when the government announces
it’s decision on whether a phased withdrawal from TPS will be allowed.

What are the advantages?

What are the disadvantages?

There’s no need for contractual changes or a
consultation period.

The government will continue to set the future employer
and employee contribution rates, and increases to the
TPS. You risk further changes in future.

You won’t have any additional professional costs,
such as financial or legal advice costs.
There’ll be no change to your administrative costs.
Future employees will benefit from joining TPS, or
retaining access to TPS if they come from a public
or private sector school that offers TPS. This could
be an advantage in the recruitment market.

The cost of TPS may be considerably higher than other
workplace pension options.
There’ll be no potential National Insurance Contribution
(NIC) savings for your employees, and no tax relief for
those who earn less than the Personal Allowance.
The TPS only offer a 50% spouse’s benefit on death
There is no flexibility on the level of contributions that
teachers can pay.
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Option 2

Exit TPS.
Offer an alternative defined contribution workplace pension.

If you choose this option

• They’ll automatically be enrolled in the alternative workplace pension scheme, unless they opt out.
• Your teachers will no longer be able to build up benefits in TPS.
• The benefits of teachers who’ve contributed to the TPS will be deferred until retirement, unless they re-join with
another employer or transfer their benefits to a defined benefit pension scheme.

• They’ll automatically rejoin TPS if they move to another employer who offers it and remains eligible for membership.
• You’ll need to consider what type of workplace pension is right for your teaching staff. Feedback from your
consultations will provide insight into what they value in a pension, for example affordability, responsible
investment, a range of retirement options.

What are the advantages?

What are the disadvantages?

You’ll set the employer and employee contribution rates
subject to statutory minimums. This gives you the option to pay the same contribution rate you were paying
into the TPS before the increase.

A consultation period and contractual changes will normally be required. You may incur legal advice costs in
relation to the latter.

You’ll benefit from long term cost savings and the security of knowing you control the rate of employer contributions subject to statutory minimums.
If you wish, your new workplace pension scheme can
be open to both teaching and non-teaching staff at no
extra cost. This means you have the option to operate
one scheme only.
All of your teachers are treated consistently. They’ll have
access to the same pension benefits with no impact to
their salary, minimising any risk of employment equality
disputes.
Employee contributions can be deducted on a relief at
source basis, or salary exchange. This means there’s
potential for NIC savings and tax relief savings for employees who earn less than the Personal Allowance.
On death your whole pension fund can be assigned to
your chosen beneficiaries.
Your employees can benefit from flexible retirement options, giving them the option to take one or more cash
lump sums, a regular income with a drawdown facility or
a secure income with an annuity.

If you speak to a financial adviser about your options,
they may charge you for any advice or services they
provide.
If you choose to recruit employees from the public or
private sector they’ll no longer be able to build up benefits in TPS. This may put your school at a disadvantage in the recruitment market, particularly when competing against a school that offers access to TPS.
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Option 3

Stay in TPS. Ask teachers to fund the increase by taking
a pay cut and offer an alternative workplace pension.

If you choose this option

• All of your existing and future eligible teachers will have access to TPS.
employees will automatically be enrolled in the TPS scheme. They can choose to opt out and join the new
• Future
workplace pension scheme or opt out altogether.
need to consider providing employer funded advice or guidance for each individual teacher, so that they
• You’ll
understand the most appropriate option for them.
• Those who choose to stay in TPS will continue to build up their pension benefits in TPS, unless they opt out.
benefits of teachers who opt out of the TPS will be deferred until retirement, unless they re-join with another
• The
employer or transfer their benefits to another defined benefit pension scheme.
• Teachers who opt out of TPS can choose to enter the alterative workplace pension scheme.
you have teachers who stay in the TPS, you’ll pay the pre-increase contribution rate and your teachers will be
• Ifrequired
to agree to a pay cut. This will be equal to the difference between the pre-increase employer contribution
rate and the current employer contribution rate.

who opt out of TPS will automatically rejoin TPS if they move to another employer who offers it and
• Teachers
remains eligible for membership.
offer access to the TPS plus an alternative workplace pension scheme, teachers must retain the right to opt
• Ifinyou
and out of TPS at any time.

What are the advantages?

What are the disadvantages?

Your teachers have the flexibility to choose either
pension scheme.

Teachers are faced with the difficult decision of choosing
between staying in TPS in exchange for a pay cut
or leaving the scheme and opting into an alternative
workplace pension scheme.

You can choose to have your new workplace pension
scheme open to both teaching and non-teaching staff
at no extra cost.
Although teachers who stay in TPS will have to agree to
a pay cut, they’ll benefit from having continued access
to TPS.
You’ll set the employer and employee contribution rates
for your new pension scheme, subject to the statutory
minimum. This gives you the option to pay the same
contribution rate paid into the TPS before the increase.
Employee contributions to the alternative workplace
pension scheme can be deducted on a relief at source
basis, or salary exchange. This means there’s potential
for NIC savings and tax relief savings for employees
who earn less than the Personal Allowance.
Continuing to offer access to TPS could be an advantage
in the recruitment market.

TPS may not be a viable option for those who can’t afford
to reduce their take home pay.
A consultation period and contractual changes will
normally be required. You may incur legal advice costs in
relation to the latter.
The government will continue to set the future employer
and employee contribution rates and increases to the TPS.
Contractual changes should detail if your employees will
cover the cost of future employer contribution increases.
You may incur costs for any financial advice you take to
help you choose the best alternative workplace pension
scheme for your teachers.
If you offer access to the TPS on a conditional basis there
are potential employment, equality and tax laws. This is
a complex solution and you’ll need to consider if your
school has the resources to implement it.
You’ll have to administer two pension schemes for
teaching staff alone, plus any additional schemes you
have for non-teaching staff.
You’ll have increased administrative costs.
If you have some employees in the TPS who are on a
reduced salary, and others in an alternative scheme, you
have a two-tier workforce.
Where teachers choose to stay in TPS and agree to a pay
cut, future buildup of benefits in TPS will reduce in line
with the reduction in salary.

To find out more about how Radcliffe & Co
can support your school, visit our website
and click the specialist areas link
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